
O N E  T O  O N E  C O A C H I N G  

On our journey together you’ll no longer fear
change or perceived blocks and challenges, but
you’ll learn to manage your energy so you can
experience more love, abundance, and success
in your life; You will live in your power. 

Life becomes more pleasurable and fun, as it’s
meant to be! My one-to-one consulting is an
invitation for you to fully step into all you were
meant to be and enjoy the very best of life.

      -Marianna

FOLLOW THAT DREAM

LIVE IN YOUR POWER

If you want to enhance or start a new career,
build lasting and intimate relationships, create
wealth, and live a life that is deeply fulfilling,
then I can help you.  

One of the biggest obstacles I've seen over the
years in my work is that we have subconscious
contradictions within us that keep us from
attaining and living our dreams.

You may want success or a loving relationship
but something inside you is sabotaging you from
having the experience. On a deeper level, the
change you seek is threatening a set of core
beliefs about who you are and subconsciously
you fear the loss of this identity.

Trying strategy after strategy, you are left
wondering why things "don't work out or change"
and you end up feeling hopeless and frustrated.

I'm here to tell you there is a way to break
through these unconscious patterns and live a
life of magic beyond what you thought was even
possible!

My work with you is not about strategy, it’s about
going to the heart of what’s running the show
deep in your subconscious. 

I specialise in uncovering your hidden patterns
that have kept you stuck and guide you into
finding your truest nature so that you can
experience your most fulfilling life.


